
A certification held only by a few 
channel partners throughout the world 
We have sold, installed and supported AS/400 and IBM 
Power Solutions for over 30 years.

ISE has implemented IBM Power and Infor XA systems 
coast-to-coast throughout North America.

Our professional services provides a full suite of solutions 
including hardware and operating systems upgrades, 
application migration, system consolidations, partitioning, 
HA & DR solutions and cloud migrations

IBM, Infor and ISE have a long strategic partnership that 
continues to provide the best services and support 
available to our customers.

Contact us today to learn how to streamline 
your systems’ performance and reduce 
on-site IT loads.  

Listen 
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Execute

https://ise-erp.com/services/

A certified channel 
partner for both 
IBM® and Infor®
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OUR PEOPLE: OUR BIGGEST ASSET
ISE has many strengths but our biggest is our people. Our team enjoys the customers they work with. 
The result is a longstanding relationship between ISE and you. Our employees have a broad range 
of skills to offer; from software developers to senior business consultants and project managers.

OUR PRODUCTS: BEST-IN-CLASS TECHNOLOGY
Since our founding in 1984 we have continued to source IBM hardware, Paper-Less MES and ERP 
software products. ISE is both an IBM Business Partner and Infor Gold Channel Partner. These 
solutions combined with our expertise bring value when partnered with your internal resources. 
Together we can achieve superior results.

Accelerating Discrete Manufacturing 
with Digital Intelligence

Connecting your business to the solutions you need
Leveraging over 30 years in the technology industry focused on discrete 
manufacturing, we know how to provide an accurate representation on whether 
our core competencies can meet your business needs.
We will always openly and honestly discuss your requirements against our ability 
to provide solutions. We believe our approach differentiates ISE from other 
providers, and allows us to focus on your business requirements to provide real 
solutions that will meet your needs and speak your language.
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925 Walnut Ridge Dr.
Suite #100
Hartland, WI 53029
Ph: 262.567.9240
www.ise-erp.com
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Get the expertise and resources you need to take 
advantage of tomorrow’s digital technologies today.

“Sierra Pacific Industries enlisted help from ISE in 2017-18 on an iSeries Power 8 
upgrade. ISE worked closely with our team from configuring the order through 
installation and full implementation of the new system. ISE successfully addressed 
multiple challenges including: our limited knowledge of XA, considerable customized 
code, and a significant number of software upgrades rolled in one. ISE’s superior IBM 
iSeries expertise combined with their knowledge of the intricacies of Infor XA helped to 
streamline a complicated migration strategy. I have personally been involved with IBM 
iSeries since originally announced in 1988, supervising many hardware and software 
upgrades, and through it all I’ve never worked with a better partner than ISE…”

~Steve Gaston, CIO, Sierra Pacific Industries


